
MICROSOFT WINDOWS AUTOPILOT
Cloud

EXPERIENCE THE CONVENIENCE OF MICROSOFT WINDOWS AUTOPILOT 

Windows 10 provides the ability to automate the onboarding and customization of a device that is shipped directly to the end 
user. Windows AutoPilot along with Azure Active Directory Premium and Intune can install applications, apply security policies 
and apply custom settings. The Microsoft Windows AutoPilot engagement consistents of the following components:

MICROSOFT INTUNE
 � Settings management 

 � Application distribution 

 � Mobile device management

AZURE ACTIVE DIRECTORY 
PREMIUM

 � Domain join 

 � Device enrollment 

WINDOWS AUTOPILOT
 � Deployment profiles 

 � Customization 

WHAT CAN CDW DO FOR ME? 

CDW will help you with Microsoft Windows AutoPilot to be able to successfully deploy a solution which includes:

 � Verify EMS and Windows license assignment

 � Create User and Device Groups for dynamic assignment

 � Create configuration profiles and compliance policies for Windows

 � Enable Azure Active Directory Domain Join

 � Set up two applications to be deployed from Microsoft Store

 � Configure updates for Windows devices

 � Configure Microsoft Store for Business to support Windows 10 AutoPilot

 � Create AutoPilot deployment profiles

 � Demonstrate AutoPilot process of importing hardware information and assigning profiles

 � Provide knowledge transfer on using Intune and common AutoPilot administrative steps
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BENEFITS

 � Integration of multiple pieces to work seamlessly together

 � Knowledge transfer on best practices to deploy and administer Intune, Azure Active Directory and Windows

 � Verify AutoPilot is set up correctly and can configure devices

 � Accelerate or improve delivery of devices to your users

WHY CDW? 

CDW is uniquely qualified to design IT solutions that remove complexity and unnecessary costs from your organization. Our 
experts become part of your team, providing the support you need, when and where you need it. We can help you navigate 
Microsoft’s robust array of solution offerings. CDW is an end-to-end provider of cloud applications, solutions and services in 
public, private and hybrid cloud environments. Based on your business demands, we can help you plan, deliver and manage 
a flexible cloud solution tailored to your needs. We offer best-of breed providers, risk mitigation strategies and dedicated, 
personalized expertise to deliver economic and operational benefits. We get Microsoft. And we can share our extensive 
knowledge with you, so your organization can spend less time managing software and more time putting it to work.

For more information, contact your CDW account team at 800.972.3922 
or visit CDW.ca/services.

The terms and conditions of product sales are limited to those contained on CDW’s website at CDW.ca. Notice of objection to and rejection of any additional or different terms in any form delivered by customer is 
hereby given. CDW®, CDW•G® and PEOPLE WHO GET IT® are registered trademarks of CDW LLC. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the sole property of their respective owners.
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